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Multiplicity Computation of Modules over k [ x l ,  .. . , x,] 
and 
an Application to Weyl Algebras 
Chen Lu and Li Huishi* 
Department of Mathematics 
Shaanxi Normal University 
710062 Xian, P.R. China 
Abstract Let A = k [ x l ,  ..., x,] be the polynomial algebra over a field k of 
characteristic 0, I a n  ideal of A, M = AII and ' H P I  the (affine) Hilbert 
polynomial of M. By further exploring the algorithmic procedure given in 
[CLO'] for deriving the existence of ' H P I ,  we compute the leading coefficient 
of " H PI by looking a t  the leading monomials of a Grobner basis of I without 
computing a H P ~ .  Using this result and the filtered-graded transfer of Grobner 
basis obtained in [LW] for (noncommutative) solvable polynomial algebras (in 
the sense of [K-RW]), we are able to  compute the multiplicity of a cyclic module 
over the Weyl algebra A,(k) without computing the Hilbert polynomial of that 
module, and consequently to give a quite easy algorithmic characterization of 
the "smallest" modules over Weyl algebras. Using the same methods as before, 
we also prove that  the tensor product of two cyclic modules over the Weyl 
algebras has the multiplicity which is equal to the product of the multiplicities 
of both modules. The last result enables us to construct examples of "smallest" 
irreducible modules over Weyl algebras. 
'Current address: Department of mathematics, Bilkent University, 06533 Bilkent, Ankara, 
TURKEY. E-mail: huishi@fen.bilkent.edu.tr 































4902 CHEN AND LI 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, and k[xl, ..., x,] the commutative polynomial k- 
algebra in n variables. If I is an  ideal of k[xl,  ..., x,] and V ( I )  is the  affine algebraic 
set defined by I in the  affine n-space A;, then it is well known that  the  afine Hilbert 
polynomial of the k[xl, ..., z,]-module M = k[xl, ..., x,]/I, denoted 
yields two important numbers: 
deg( "HPI )  = d = dimV(I) (in case k is algebraically closed) where the lat- 
ter denotes the dimension of V ( I ) ,  which is also known the Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimension of the k[xl,  ..., x,]-module M, denoted GK.dim(M); 
d!ad, which is usually called the multiplicity of the module ,Zf and is denoted 
by e ( M ) .  
Let G = {gl, ...,g,} be a Grobner basis of I with respect t o  some graded mono- 
mial ordering on k[xl, ..., x,]. It follows from ([CLO'] Ch.9 or [BW] ch.9 $3) that  
deg( a H P I )  can be easily computed by only looking a t  the leading monomials of 
G without computing "HPI.  This result has a noncommutative version (see [Li]) 
for a class of solvable polynomial algebras in the sense of [K-RW] which includes 
enveloping algebras of Lie algebras, Weyl algebras and certain type of iterated Ore 
extensions. 
It is natural t o  ask the  following question: 
Is there an easy way t o  compute e(M) (or equivalently, the  leading coefficient 
ad of "H PI) from G without computing " H  PI? 
In this note, we give a positive answer to  the above question by further exploring 
the algorithmic procedure given in ([CLO'] ch.9) for deriving the existence of a H P I ,  
and meanwhile we obtain an estimation formula for e ( M ) .  This ~nultiplicity corn- 
putation procedure is described in $1 by only looking at the leading monomials of a 
Grobner basis of I without computing "HP1. As an application of the multiplicity 
computation t o  nonco~nmutative algebras, in $2 we use the filtered-graded transfer 
of Grobner basis obtained in [LW] for (noncommutative) solvable polynonlial alge- 
bras (in the sense of [K-RW]) to  compute the multiplicity of a cyclic module over 
the Weyl algebra A,(k)i, and consequently to  give an quite easy algorithmic charac- 
terization (or recognition) of the "smallest" modules over the Weyl algebras A,(k), 
namely, the modules of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension n with multiplicity 1 which are 
known being holonomic and irreducible. Finally, in $3,  using the same trick as before 
we prove that the multiplicity of the tensor product of two cyclic modules over Weyl 
algebras is the product of the multiplicities of both modules, which enables us to  































MULTIPLICITY COMPUTATION AND WEYL ALGEBRAS 4903 
Rings considered in this note are associative rings with 1, and modules are left 
unitary modules. 
$1. Multiplicity Computation 
For a general theory of Grobner bases in commutative polynomial algebras, we refer 
to [CLO'] and [BW]. 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, and k[xl,  ..., x,] the commutative polynomial 
k-algebra in n variables. If I is an ideal of k[xl, ..., x,] and the affine algebraic set 
V( I )  defined by I in the n-dimensional affine space A; is d-dimensional, as in the 
begining of this note we write the (affine) Hilbert polynomial of the k[xl,  ..., x,,]- 
module M = k[xl,  ..., xn] / I  as 
and write the multiplicity of M as e(M) = d!ad. In this section we answer the 
question posed in the beginning of this note and also give an estimation formula for 
e ( M )  by looking a t  a Grobner basis of I without computing a H P I .  
We start  with some notation. Let > be a monoinial ordering on k[xl ,  ..., x,] in the 
sense of [CLO']. We write xa for the monomial X ~ ' X ~ ~  . . .xEn E k[xl,  ..., x,] with 
(Y = ( a l , a p ,  . . . ,an)  E En>,,, - the set of n-tuples of integers 2 0, and write la1 for the 
total degree c u l t  cup t.. . + a n  of xa .  I f f  E k[xl,  ..., x,], f = C,(~)Z"( ' )  + c , ( ~ ) x ~ ( ~ )  + 
. . + C , ( , ) X ~ ( ~ )  with a ( 1 )  > 4 2 )  > . . . > a ( m ) ,  we write L M (  f )  for the leadzng 
monomial xa(') of f ,  LT( f )  for the leading term C , ( ~ ) X ~ ( ' )  of f .  Let (LT( I ) )  be 
the  ideal generated by the  leading terms of I ,  where L T ( I )  = {LT(f)  1 f E I ) .  
Then (LT(1)) is clearly a monomial ideal, i.e., the ideal generated by monomials. 
Moreover, it is well known that ([CLO'] Ch.9 §3, Proposition 4) under any graded 
monomial ordering > 
Therefore, from now on we focus our attention on a monomial ideal I. 
For every integer s 2 0, as usual we put 
kI.1, ..., xnli, = {f E kjxl, ..., x,] J f = r a r e ,  Jal < s) . 































4904 CHEN AND LI 
Then the k-subspace (k[xl ,  ..., x , ] ~ ,  + I ) / I  has a finite k-basis {? I xa E C(I)<,) ,  
where F is the class of x" in k[xl, ..., x,]/I, and for s >> 0, dimk((k[xl, ..., x , ] ~ ,  t 
I ) / I )  = IC(I)& = 'Hpx(s). 
In order to  prove the existence of ' H P l ,  the following notation and notions are 
introduced in [CLO']. Put 
el = [ L o ,  ..., 0) 
e2 = (0, 1, ..., 0) 
en = (0> 0, .... I )  
1.1. Definition (i) For {e,,, ..., el,) C {el,  ..., en) with i l  < . . . < i,, r 5 n ,  the 
subset 
[ei ,,..., e l , ]=  x a , e , ,  a j ~ Z > ~ f o r l < j < r  c Z : ~  
{j:l I - 1 
is called an T-dimensional coordinate subspace of ZTo - determined by e;, , ..., el,. 
(ii) For p = Cjgf7 ,,,, . ,  i,j a,e, E Z:o with a, E iZ>O, - the subset 
P + [eil, ..., eirI = t 7 1 7 E leil, ..., eir]} 
is called a translate of the r-dimensional coordinate subspace [ell , .... ez,]. 
1.2. Lemma ([CLO'] Ch.9, Lemma 5 )  Let P + [e,,, ..., el,] be a translate of the 
coordinate subspace [e,,, ..., el,] c Zn>o with ,!l = CJgizl ,,,) aJeJ .  - 
(i) The number of points in p $ [e,, , ..., el,] of total degree 5 s is equal to  
provided s > 131. 
(ii) For s > 131, the number of points as in (i) above is a polynomial function of s of 
1 
degree r ,  and the coefficient of sT is i. 
r !  
0 
Suppose that the affine algebraic set V ( I )  is of dimension d, denoted dimV(1) = d. 
It follows from ([CLO'] Ch.9 $2, Proposition 2 and Theorem 3)  that C ( I )  can be 
written as the disjoint union: 
where each C, is a finite (no t  necessarily disjoint) union of translates T,, of i- 































MULTIPLICITY COMPUTATION AND WEYL ALGEBRAS 
If we put 
c: = {xa € C, 1 /a/ < s } ,  
T; = {P E T,, I la1 5 s } ,  
then by Lemma 1.2 and ( 2 )  one may directly check (or see the proof of [CLO'] Ch.9 
$2, Theorem 6) that 
0 lCfl is a polynomial of degree i in s ,  in particular, lCil is a polynomial of 
degree d when s is big enough, and the leading term of the Hilbert polynomial 
' H P I  is given by the leading term of the polynomial JCiI which is of the 
form % t d ,  where N is the number of different Tdl appearing in the above 
decomposition ( 2 ) .  
It is then clear that e ( M )  = N. Our aim is t o  see how to compute the number N 
without computing a H P I .  To do this, let us suppose that I is generated by the 
monomials 
Recall from ([CLO'] Ch.9 $1,  Proposition 3) that if we put 
then d = dimV(I) = n - min IJI J E M { I  I 
By the definition of C ( I )  and the above (I) ,  (2), the first easy but useful observation 
is recorded as follows. 
1.3. Observation With the notation as above, let /3 + [e,, , ..., etV]  be a translate 
contained in C, with p = CJej t l ,  ,,) a,e,. Putting J = (1, ..., n )  - {il, ..., z,), then 
J E M .  
0 
Let J E M with J = (11, ..., l n - d )  where d = dimV(I), and put {il, ..., id) = 































CHEN AND LI 
we can further rewrite each a ( m k )  as 
with -ik = ..., ahZd) E [ei,, ..., e;,]. Put 
L - J - { l , } ,  p = 1 ,  ..., n - d .  P 
Since d imV(I j  = d and J n M, # 0, 3 = 1, ..., s, there exists some ,$Ik such that 
L ,  fl Mk = 0  and 
Putting 
(**) a ~ , = m i n { u u ,  L , n M k = @ } ,  p = l  ,..., n - d ,  
and reordering (if necessary) the generating set { m l ,  ..., m,) of I, we obtain the 
following array by using the above (s) and (t*): 
1.4. Proposition With notation as above, and let us write E for the number of 
rlzffcrent J E ,bl with j J j  = n - d .  
(i) If p + [e,,, ..., e,,] is a translate of some &dimensional coordinate subspace 
[e,, , ..., e,,] contained in Cd with /3 = &,ej,l, , z d j  apep ,  then aP < q,, where alp 
1s as in above (**), p = 1, ..., n - d. It follows that 
n-d 
where each product n alp is determined by some J E M with ( J l  = n - d.  
p = l  
(ii) e ( M )  can be computed from the generators of I given in (3)  without computing 































MULTIPLICITY COMPUTATION AND WEYL ALGEBRAS 4907 
Proof (i) Since /3+[eil, ..., ei,] is contained in Cd, the first part follows from the above 
(30, and the inequality follows from Observation 1.3. and an easy combinitorial 
computation. 
(ii) For J E M with IJI = n-d, we assume J = {11,  ..., ln-d) = {I, ..., n) - {il, ..., id) 
and consider p = C,eii,,,,.,id) apep with ap < a/,. Then from (3') we easily see that 
e ( M )  is nothing but the number of all /3 which cannot be divided by any one of the 
monomials: 
- an-d+l , l l  a n - d + l , l z  . , . C l n - d t l , L n - d  
mh-dtl - " 12 x l , -d  
Furthermore, for J E M with J = (11, ..., ln-d), put 
(*  * *) a$ = min {a t ip  1 ail, # 0 in above (3), k = I , . ,  s) , p = I ,  ..., n - d. 
Again by an easy combinitorial computation and combining Proposition 1.4, we can 
mention the following multiplicity estimation formula. 
1.5. Proposition With notation as above, we have 
E n-d E n-d 
n-d n-d 
where each product n c q ,  resp. n a i p  is determined by some J E M with IJI = 
p=l  p=l 
n - d, and cur, resp. ajp is as in above (rr) resp. as in above ( r  * a ) .  
The equalities hold in the above inequalities if alp = sip, in particular, if I is 
generated by n - d monomials. 
The above results have two immediate consequences in certain spacial cases. 
1.6. Corollary Let I and M be as before. With notation as above, e ( M )  = 1 if and 
only if there is only one J E M with IJ( = n - d, say J = {II ,  ..., ln-d} c (1, ..., n}, 
































4908 CHEN AND LI 
1.7. Corollary Let I and M be as before. Suppose dimV(1) = n - 1. Then 
e ( M )  = Cat ,  where 
a, = min {ax, / ax, is as in above (3). k  = I ,  . .  s i = 1, . . .  n. 1 
Summing up, let L be an arbitrary ideal of k [ x l ,  ..., x,], N = k [ x l ,  ..., z n ] / L .  If 
G = { g l ,  ...,g,} is a Grobner basis of L with respect to some graded monomial 
ordering on k [ x l ,  ..., x,], then since 
where (LT(G)) is the monomial ideal generated by the leading monomials ml = 
L M ( g l ) ,  ..., m, = L M ( g , ) ,  if we put I = (LT(G)), it follows from the foregoing 
results that  the following theorem holds. 
1.8, Theorem Let L and N be as above, and suppose dimV(L) = d. With notation 
as before, we have: 
(i) 
E n-d E n-d 
n-d n-d 
where each product n a l p  resp. is determined by some J E M with IJl = 
p=l p=l 
n - d ,  and alp resp. oip is as in above (* t )  resp. as in above ( x  t t ) .  
The equalities hold in the  above inequalities if a,, = in particular, if I is 
generated by n - d monomials (i.e., G has exactly n - d members). 
(ii) ~ ( I V )  can be computed by only looking a t  the  leading monomials of G as in the  
proof of Proposition 1.4(ii). 
(iii) e[.V) = 1 if and only if there is only one J 6 M with J = { 1 1 ,  ..., 1,-d) such 
that alp = 1, where a!, is as in above (**), p = 1, .... n - d. 
[iv) If dimTr(L) = n - 1, then e ( K )  = Ca,,  where 
~i = nlin {ox. / oxi is as in above ( 3 ) .  k = 1, ..., s 1 , i = 1; . .  n. 
52. An Application to Weyl Algebras 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, and A,(k) the n-th 14'eyi algebra over k ,  namely, 
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which is also well known as the ring of k-linear differential operators of the polyno- 
mial k-algebra k[tl, ..., t,]. For cr = ( a l ,  . . . ,an) ,  P = (PI, ..., P,) E Z, writing 
the following are well known (see e.g., [Bj], [MR]): 
The set of monomials 
forms a k-basis of An(k). 
If B = {Bp)p>O is the Bernstein filtration on An(k) with 
then the associated graded k-algebra of A,(k), denoted 
, is a commutative polynomial k-algebra in 2n variables X I  = u(xl),  ..., X, = 
u ( x n ) , Y ~  = ~ ( y l ) ,  ..., Yn = a(yn), where the ~ ( x , )  and a(y,) are images of 
x, and y, in G(An)l = Bl/Bo. (So from now on we always write k [X,y]  = 
k[X1, ..., X,, Y I ,  ..., Y,] for G(An(k)), where k[X, y ]  has the gradation given 
by the total degree of polynomials.) 
If L is a left ideal of An(k) with the filtration F L  induced by the Bernstein 
filtration 8: FpL = 8, n L,  p 2 0, then G ( L )  = $,20(FpL/Fp-lL) is a 
graded ideal of G(An(k)), and moreover, the An(k)-module M = A,/L and the 
G(A,(k))-module G ( M )  = G(A,(k))/G(L) have the same Gelfand-Kirillov 
dimension, denoted GK.dim(M) = GK.dim(G(M)). Adopting the notation 
as in the begining of this note, GK.dim(M) is given by the degree of the 
Hilbert polynomial aHPG(L) and the multiplicity of M, which is defined to 
be e ( M )  = e(G(M)), is determined by the leading term of H PG(L). 
For any nonzero A,(k)-module M ,  GK.dim(M) 2 n (Bernstein inequal- 
ity). A nonzero finitely generated A,(k)-module is said to be holonomzc if 
GK.dim(M) = n. A holonomic module is always cyclzc, and hence is of the 
form An(k)/L where L is a left ideal of An(k), and is of finite length < e(M). 
If M is a holonomic module with e(M) = 1, then M is an irreducible A,(k)- 
































4910 CHEN AND LI 
A nice algorithmic property of A,(k) is that the noncommutative version of Buch- 
berger's algorithm exists in A,(k) because A,(k) is a solvable polynomial algebra in 
the sense of [I<-RW]. Hence, any nonzero left ideal L of A,(k) has a (left) Grobner 
basis with respect to some monomial ordering > on A,(k): 
There are gl,gz, ...,g3 E L such that every f E L has an presentation C,SZl h,g, 
with L M ( f )  2 LM(h;g,) whenever h;g, # 0, where L M ( f )  denotes the lead- 
ing monomial of f and similarly for LM(higi) [see the definition below). 
We refer to [KR-W] for a survey concerning algorithms in the noncommutative 
solvable plynomial k-algebras. In particular, we refer to the Modula-2 Algebra 
System [Version 1.00, developed at  the University of Passau and released in 1996) 
for computing Grobner bases in solvable polynomial algebras. 
In this section, by using the results obtained in $1 we give a quite easy algorithmic 
characterization of the class of A,(k)-modules M with GK.dim(M) = n and e ( M )  = 
1. 
Let >,,l,, be the graded lexicographic ordering on A,(k): 
such that X I  >,/, 22 >,,re, . . . >,riez 2, > g ~ l e z  YI > g ~ i e r  Y2 >gr ie r  . . . > g r i e x  Yn, 
where >I,, denotes the leazcogrnphzc orderzng on z%. I f f  E AT1.(k), say - 
then we write L M ( f )  = za(l)y@(l) for the leadang monornzal of f .  Moreover, if 
f E Bp - 4 - 1 ,  we write u( f )  for the image of f in G(A,(k)), = B,/B,-1, hhich is 
usually called the pranczpal symbol of f .  With these notat~on in hand, the following 
lemma is easily verified. 
2.1 Lemma (ij f E B, - a,-1 if and only if j~ (1)1+ lP(1)I = P. 
(ii) Let f E Up - Bp-l. Using >grler  on k [ X , Y ]  such that XI >,,I,, X2 >,,i,, 
. . . >gr /es  XTL >yrleJ: YI > g r l e r  1'2 >,rIes ' ' ' > g r l e r  y n ,  then 
Let L be a left ideal of A,(k) generated by {fi , .... f,). It is easy to see that generally 































MULTIPLICITY COMPUTATION AND WEYL ALGEBRAS 4911 
Grobner basis for left ideals of A,(k) we do have the following result (see [LW] and 
ILil). 
2.2. Theorem With notation as above, let L be a nonzero left ideal of A,(k) with 
the filtration F L  induced by the Bernstein filtration B. If G = {gl, ...,g,) c L,  then 
G is a Grobner basis of L in A,(k) with respect to >,,l,, if and only if o(G) = 
{a(gl), ..., a(g,))  is a Grobner basis of G(L) in G(A,(k)) = k [ X , y ]  with respect to 
>g~~es .  
0 
Now, using Theorem 1.8, Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we are able to  mention the 
main result of this section, as follows. 
2.3. Theorem Let L be a left ideal of A,(k) and G = {gl, ..., g,) a left Grobner 
basis of L with respect to >,,lez on An(k). Put 
With notation as in $1, we have: 
(i) e(M) can be computed by only looking at ml ,  ..., m, without computing 
'HPG(L) .  
(ii) GK.dim(M) = n and e (M)  = 1 if and only if 
(a) n = min{lJI I J E M}; and 
(b) there is only one J E M with J = {El, ..., I,) such that a[,  = a[ ,  = . . . = 
al, = 1, where alp is as in $1 (r*),  p = 1, ..., n. 
(iii) If GK.dim(M) = 2n - 1, then e(M) = C a;, where 
a. = min {oii / a*, is as in $1 (3) .  k = 1, ..., s , i = 1, ..., 2n I 
Finally, we point out that in case n = 1, the above (ii) actually gives more about 
the generating set of a left ideal in Al(k). 
2.4. Proposition Let L be a left ideal of Al(k) and G = {gl, ..., g,) a Grobner 
basis of L with respect to >,,I,, on Al(k). Furthermore let al ,  a 2  be as in Theorem 































4912 CHEN AND LI 
then L is generated by {gl ,921. 
Proof Uising the division algorithm in ill (k), for f E L ,  if we consider the remainder 
o f f  on division by {gl,g2), it follows from the definition of al and that LIL'  is a 
finite dimensional k-space, where L' is the left ideal of Al(k) generated by {gl,g2) 
Hence L = L' by Bernstein inequality. 0 
It is well known (e.g. [Bj]) that every nonzero left ideal of A,(k) is generated by two 
elements. Proposition 2.4 may be regarded as an algorithmic realization of this fact 
in the special n = 1 case. We also refer to [Gal] for another algorithmic realization 
of this special case. 
2.5. Remark (i) Let g be any finite dimensional k-Lie algebra and I-(g) the ell- 
veloping algebra of g. Then 1 7 ( g )  is a solvable polynomial k-algebra with respect 
to >,,itr in the sense of [K-RW]. Since the associated graded algebra of Li (g ) .  with 
respect to  the standard filtration on li(g), is a commutative polynomial k-algebra, 
the similar results as mentioned in Theorem 2.3 hold for Ujg). 
(ii) If we consider a honlogeneous solvable polynomial algebra .-I (see [Li]) in the 
sense that A = k [ a l ,  ..., a,] is solvable with respect to a monomial ordering and 
then it is not hard to see that all results given in $1 may be generalized to A. Thus, jf 
A = k[al, .... a,] is an affine k-algebra with the standard f i l t ra t io~~ F A  such that the 
associated graded algebra G(A) is a homogeneous solvable polynomial algebra with 
respect to >,,I,, (hence A is a solvable polynomial algebra with respect to >,/, 
by [LW]), then all results given in $2 may be generalized to A. And furthermore, as 
pointed out by the referee, these results also hold for weighted degree term orders 
on .A without much difficulty (see [BW] Ch.9, $ 3  Notes). 
53. Some Related Examples 
In this section, we aim to construct some examples of the "smallest" simple modules 
over Weyl algebras. 
Example 1 Consider the first Weyl algebra A1(k) with generators z ,  y. In [Dix] it 
is proved that the module ib' = Al(k)/Al(k)(xy - 8) with /3 E k is simple if and 
only if @ 6 E. By Theorem 2.3 of $2 we see immediately that e ( M )  = 2 because 
{xy - a) is a Grobner basis of the left ideal .41(k)(zy - P ) .  However. we claim that 
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0 the module M = A*(k)/L with L being generated by {xy + n,xn} is a simple 
Al (k)-module. 
Proof By checking the S-polynomial of xy+ n and xn (see [K-RW] for the definition 
of S-polynomial) it is easy to  see that {xy t n, xn) is a Grobner basis of L. Hence 
L is a proper left ideal of Al(k) and GK.dim(M) = 1. From Theorem 2.3 of 32 it is 
also clear that e(M) = 1. This shows that M is simple. 0 
Let us further consider the k-algebra automorphism a: Al(k) + Al(k) with a(y) = 
x, u(x) = -y, and the module M in Example 1. It is easy to see that the twzsted 
module of M by a (see the definition in [Cou]), denoted M a ,  is of the form Al(k)/L1 
where L' is the left ideal of Al(k) generated by {xy - (n - I) ,  yn), which is by 
([Cou] Ch.5, Proposition 2.1) a simple Al(k)-module, and by directly checking as 
for Example 1 it is also a simple module of multiplicity 1. 
Before giving the next example, we prove a result concerning the dimension and mul- 
tiplicity of the tensor product of two cyclic modules which has its own independent 
interest. We first look at  the commutative case. 
Let k[X] = k[xl, ..., x,] and k[Y] = k[yl, ..., y,] be polynomial k-algebras. Write 
k[X,Y] for the polynomial k-algebra in the x's and y's. Then both k[X] and k[Y] 
are subalgebras of k[X,Y]. Let I and J be ideals of k[X] and k[Y], respectively. 
Considering the tensor product k[X]@kk[Y] of the k-algebras k[X] and k[Y], and 
the tensor product (k[X]/I)@k(k[Y]/J) of the k[X]-module k[X]/I  and the k[Y]- 
module k[Y]/J which is a k[X] @k k[Y]-module under the naturally defined module 
operation, it is well known that 
k[X]@&[Y] k[X, Y] as algebras, 
-gk- k[Y1 g - k[xl as k[X, Y]-modules, 
J K 
where K = (I, J )  denotes the ideal of k[X, Y] generated by I and J. 
Regarding k[X] and k[Y] as subalgebras of k[X, Y], we may use >,,I,, on them such 
that 
3.1. Lemma With notation as above, if GI = {fi, ..., f s )  is a Grobner basis 
of I in k[X] and G2 = {gl, ...,gh} is a Grobner basis of J in k[Y], then G = 
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Proof This is straightforward by checking the relative S-polynomials. 
3.2. Theorem With notation as before, we have 
where V ( l i )  is the affine algebraic set defined by Ii in AFtm, and V ( I )  resp. V ( J )  
denotes the affine algebraic set defined by I  in A; resp. the affine algebraic set 
defined by J in AT. 
Proof We are sure that  the first equality is known, but here we give an algorithmic 
proof for completeness. 
Note that since the  computation of dimension and multiplicity is completely deter- 
mined by the monomial ideal generated by the  leading terms from a Grobner basis, 
it  follows from Lemma 3.1 that we may assume: I and J are monomzal zdeals, and 
so Ii is also a monomial ideal. 
Suppose dimV(I)  = p ,  e ( k [ X ] / I )  = a;  dimV(J)  = q,  e ( k [ E ' ] / J )  = b. Then 
C(I)  = Co u Cl u . . . u  Cp with C, f 0. 
a 
' H P I  = -tp + lower terms in t ;  
P! 
C(J) = Co U C1 U . .  . U C, with C, # 0, 
b 
aHPJ = -tq + lower terms in t ,  
4 
where C ( I )  is as defined in $1 (1). similarly for C(J)  and the below C ( A ) .  We claim 
that 
C(1i) = Co u C1 u , . . U Cp+, with C,+, # 8. 
To see this, let us write e l ,  ..., e,,e,+l, ..., en+,, for the unit vectors in ZT:m, as - 
defined in $1, and identify e l ,  ..., en with the unit vectors in Z;o. e,+~ : ..., en+, - 
with the unit vectors in 2Zyo under the natural embedding of ZTO resp. Z y o  into - - - 
z n + m  . Note that if 3 + [e;, ; .... e,?] is a translate of the r-dimensional coordinate 
20 
subspace [e,, , ..., e,,] contained in C,, then [e,, ..., ez,] is also contained in C,. Hence, 
if [e;, , ...: ei,] is a p-dimensional coordinate subspace contained in C, and [e,, , ..., e,,] 
is a q-dimensional coordinate subspace contained in C,, then by the construction 
of Ii it is easy to see that [e,, , ..., e,,. e,, , ..., e,,] is a p + q-dimensional coordinate 
subspace contained in C,+,. This shows that C,+, # B. Moreover, if (?(I<) could 
contain a p + q f z-dimensional coordinate subspace with z > 1, then again from 
the construction of 1i it is easy to see that C ( I )  would contain a p + zl-dimensional 































ordinate subspace with 22 > 1, a contradiction. Therefore, the largest coordinate 
subspace contained in C ( K )  is of dimension p $ q. It follows from ([CLO1] Ch.9 $2,  
Proposition 2) that dimV(K) = p + q = dimV(I)+ dimV(J), as desired. 
In order to  prove the equality for the multiplicity, let c u t  [e;, , ..., ei,] be a translate in 
Cp C C ( I ) ,  and ,f3t[ej,, ..., ejq] is a translate in C, C C ( J ) .  Then by the construction 
of K and the above argumentation we easily see that (0 f P )  + [ei,, ..., e;,, ej,, ..., e,,] 
is a translate in Cp+, C C ( K ) .  Conversely, let y + [ekl, ..., ekPtp] E Cp+, be a 
translate of the p t q-dimensional coordinate subspace [ek, , ..., ek,,,], where y = 
Cjetk, ,.,,, k p + , ~  a3ej. Again by the above argumentation [ek, , ..., ek,,,] must be of the 
form [ei,, ..., ei,, ej, , ..., ejq] where [e;, , ..., e;,] is a p-dimensional coordinate subspace 
contained in Cp and [e,, , ..., e,,] is a q-dimensional coordinate subspace contained in 
C,. If we put 
it is easily seen that CY + [e;, , ..., ei,] is a translate in C,, j3 -/- [ej,, ..., eJq] is a translate 
in C,. Furthermore, it follows from Observation 1.3 of $1 and ([CLO'] Ch.9 $1, 
Proposition 3) that lJxj = n - p, jJyJ = m - q. Hence 
Thus we have shown that C,+, contains exactly a6 = e(k[X]/I)e(k[Y]/J) different 
translates of the p + q-dimensional coordinate subspaces. Therefore, 
as desired. 0 
Now we turn to  Weyl algebras. Let A,(k) be the n-th Weyl algebra and A,(k) 
the m-th Weyl algebra over k. Then both A,(k) and A,(k) are subalgebras of the 
n + m-th Weyl algebra A,+,(k). Let I and J be left ideals of An(k) and .4,(k), 
respectively. Considering the tensor product A,(k)BkA,(k) of the k-algebras A, (k) 
and A,(k), and the tensor product (A,(k)/I)@k(A,(k)/J) of the A,(k)-module 
A,(k)/I and the A,(k)-module A,(k)/J which is a A,(k) @k A,(k)-module under 































4916 CHEN AND LI 
where A' = A,+,I + A,+,J denotes t,he left ideal of A,+,(k) generated by I and 
J. 
Regarding A,(k) and A,(k) as subalgebras of A,+,, we may use >,i, on them 
such that 
The noncommutative version of Lemma 3.1 is easily verified also by looking at the 
S-polynomials. 
3.3. Lemma With notation as above, if G1 = {f], ..., fs)  is a Grobner ba- 
sis in .4,(k) and G2 = {gl, ..., gh}  is a Grobner basis of J in A,(k), then 
G = { f l ,  ..., f,, gl, ..., gh) is a Grobner basis of A' = A,+,I + A,+, J in .An+m(k). 
0 
In ([Cou] P.128, Theorem 1.1) it is mentioned that if M is a finitely generated 
A,(k)-module and N is a finitely generated A,(k)-module, then 
It seems to  us that the proof given there does not work for the multiplicity inequality. 
Nevertheless, from Theorem 2.2 of $2 and the above Theorem 3.2 it follows that we 
have the following result. 
3.4. Theorem Let I and J be left ideals of A,(k) and A,,(k), respecti\ely. With 
notation as before. the following equalities hold. 
An(k) A m ( k )  Am(k))  = GK.dirn + GK.dml (T), GK.dim ( Y B k 7  
Finallj, using Example 1 and Theorem 3.4 we are able to  construct the "smallest" 
modules over A,(k), as follows. 
Example 2 For n > 1, regarding the subalgebra A ( J )  of & ( k )  generated by x,, yj, as 
the first Weyl algebra, let L( j  ) be the left ideal of A(3) generated by {xl yj  tj, xi}, 3 = 
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is a simple An(k)-module with Gelfand-Kirillov dimension n and multiplicity 1. 
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